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Infiniti Q60 S (2016 - present

ProECU is a powerful all-in-one tuning solution that reprograms the car’s original ECU via the OBD-II port

Main Features
nM
 ore than 150 logically named ECU
maps that use real map values
n Ignition timing with all compensation
maps
nA
 /F fuel targets and direct injector
control
nF
 ull electronic wastegate and boost
control
nV
 VT and VTC cam control
nT
 hrottle and torque control
nL
 imiters and sensor scaling
nE
 nable/disable diagnostic trouble code
Supported Models
All Infiniti Q50 and Q60 models worldwide,
including the 400bhp Red Sport models

ECU Connect
Bluetooth Connectivity For Your Mobile Device
ECU Connect is a free to download app for iOS and Android
devices that works with EcuTek’s new Bluetooth Vehicle
Interface to offer you advanced features and functionality
such as...
nD
 atalogging Record and display 145-plus parameters
nD
 ashboards Add gauges, bar graphs and digital values
to create custom displays, change colours and set alarm
thresholds
nD
 TCs Read and clear diagnostic
trouble codes
nP
 erformance Analyser Share
your performance test results with
friends
nM
 ap Switching Quickly switch
between four different maps
nB
 oost Control Set the maximum
allowed boost pressure in each
map switch mode
nV
 alet Mode Reduce the engine
power when the vehicle is out of
your control
nD
 ealer Locator Find your nearest
tuner, wherever you are

www.ecutek.com

T +44 (0)1895 811200

Achievements
Make +100hp and +150 ft.lbs at 3000rpm from EcuTek
ECU tuning
World Records already set by AMS, Visconti and Linney
Tuning

Skype: skype.ecutek

sales@ecutek.com
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RaceROM Special Features
Four-way Map Switching Swap between four different calibrations
using the cruise control button or ECU Connect on your mobile device.
Map switch mode 1,2,3 or 4 displayed on the tacho. Name each map
switch mode using ProECU
Self Adjusting Flex Fuel Easy to calibrate. Just fit a 0-5v output Flex
Fuel sensor, enable the option in RaceROM and you are ready to start
tuning. The sensor output controls the transition seamlessly in real time.
Launch Control with BOTL (Beta) Set your launch RPM and build boost
off the line to get the best launch possible.
Ignition Timing Four Ignition base and ignition maximum maps
Ignition Timing Compensation A new charge air compensation map
plus a correction for each gear
Fuelling Four AF Target maps plus injector compensation maps for easy
fuel trim calibration
Boost Controller Adjust the maximum allowed boost pressure using
ECU Connect, one for each map switch mode
Boost Target Four new 3d maps against gear and rpm, one for each
map switch mode
Boost Target Multiplier Reduce the boost pressure target for a given
accelerator pedal position
Wastegate Proportional Improves boost control through the gears
Gearchange Control Calibrate the wastegate position and ignition
timing during gear shifting to prevent dangerous over-boosting
Charge Air Failsafe Protect the engine if the charge cooler system fails
and charge air temperature becomes too high
Custom Sensor Import Re-purpose an exhaust gas temperature sensor,
boost pressure sensor or even an unused pin 60 of the ECU as a sensor
of your choice. You can also set up a fail safe torque limit and CEL if
they go out of your set range.
Valet Mode An easy-to-enable low power mode that includes torque,
speed and distance settings for when the vehicle is in someone else’s
hands
High-Speed Data-logging Superfast logging at over 50Hz for more
than 65 custom live data-logging parameters that are absolutely critical
for accurate tuning,

Additional Features
Coloured Map Tracing Tracing showing AFR or knock events on the map
ROM Compare See the differences between two ROM files and easily
copy changes across into a new ROM
FastFlash High-Speed Programming in less than 30 seconds
ECU Recovery & ECU Data Protection so your work isn’t copied
Read/Clear DTCs on all ECUs (ABS, TCM, Body Control Module etc
Special Tools for ECU Reset, Idle Learning, Cylinder Power Balance etc
Free Downloads of latest updates and features with EcuTek Update
ProECU Programming Kit Support for worldwide E-Tuning

C

For a full list of products and features, pricing details and video demonstrations visit www.ecutek.com

